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Summary. A key problem in medical science and genomics is that of the efficient storage, processing and
retrieval of genetic information and material. This paper presents an architecture for a Biomolecular
Database system which provide a unique capability in genomics. It completely bypasses the usual
transformation from biological material (genomic DNA and transcribed RNA) to digital media, as done in
conventional bio-informatics. Instead, biotechnology techniques provide the needed capability of a
Biomolecular Database system, without ever transferring the biological information into a digital media.
The inputs to the system are DNA obtained from tissues: either genomic DNA, or reverse transcript cDNA.
The input DNA is then tagged with artificially synthesized DNA strands. These “information tags” encode
essential information (e.g., identification of the individual from which the DNA was obtained, as well as the
date of the sample, gender, date of birth, etc.) about the individual or cell type that the DNA was obtained
from. The resulting Biomolecular Database is capable of containing a vast store of genomic DNA obtained
from many individuals (e.g., multiple divisions of an army, etc.). For example the DNA of a million
individuals requires about 6 pedabits (6x1015 bits); but due to the compactness of DNA, a volume the size of
a conventional test tube with a few milliliters of solution contains that entire Biomolecular Database. Known
procedures for amplification and reproduction of the resulting Biomolecular Database are discussed.
The Biomolecular Database system has the capability of retrieval of subsets of the stored genetic material,
which are specified by associative queries on the tags and/or the attached genomic DNA strands, as well as
logical selection queries on the tags of the database. We describe how these queries can be executed by
applying recombinant DNA operations on this Biomolecular Database, which have the effect of selection of
subsets of the database as specified by the queries. In particular, we describe how to execute these queries on
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this Biomolecular Database by the use of Biomolecular computing (also known as DNA computing)
techniques, including the execution of parallel associative search queries on DNA databases, and the
execution of logical operations using recombinant DNA operations. We also utilize recent biotechnology
developments (recombinant DNA technology, DNA hybridization arrays, DNA tagging methods, etc.) that
are quickly being enhanced in scale (e.g., output is via DNA hybridization array technology).
The paper also discusses applications of such a Biomolecular Database System to various medical science
and genomic processing capabilities, including: (a) rapid identification of subpopulations possessing a
specific known genotype, (b) large-scale gene expression profiling using DNA databases, and (c)
streamlining identification of susceptibility genes: high throughput screening of candidate genes to optimize
genetic association analysis for complex diseases. Such a Biomolecular Database system may provide a
revolutionary change in the way that these genomic problems are solved.

1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation: The Need for a Compact Database System for Storage, Processing & Retrieval of
Genetic Information & Material. The recent advances in biotechnology (recombinant DNA techniques
such as rapid DNA sequencing, cDNA hybridization arrays, cell sorters, etc.) have resulted in many benefits
in the health fields. However, these advances in biotechnology have also brought risks and considerable
further challenges. The risks include the use of biotechnology for weaponry: e.g., diseases (or environmental
stresses) engineered to attack and disable military personnel. The challenges include the difficulties
associated with the acquisition, storage, processing and retrieval of individual genetic information. In
particular, it is apparent that the sequencing of the human genome is not sufficient for many medical
therapies, and instead one may require information about the specific DNA of the diseased individual, as
well as information concerning the expression of genes in various tissue and cell-types. In the scenario of
biological warfare, such individual specific information can be essential for therapies or risk-mitigation (e.g.,
identification of individuals likely to be susceptible to a particular biological attack). To do this, there must
be a capability to store this biological information, and also a capability to execute queries that identify
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individuals containing certain selected subsequences in their DNA (or transcribed RNA). Hence, what is
needed is essentially a database system capable of storing and retrieving biological material and information.

This biological information is quite data-intensive; the DNA of a single human contains about 6 gigabits
of information, and the number of genes that potentially may be expressed may total approximately 30,000
(up to 15,000 genes may be expressed in each particular cell-type, and there are thousands of cell-types). The
DNA of a single individual contains about 3 x 109 bases which (with 4 bases) is 6 x 109 bits. The DNA of a
million individuals (for example, a large military force) therefore requires 6 pedabits (a pedabit is 1015 bits).
The expression information for a few dozen cell-types in each of a million individuals may also require
multiple pedabits. Although the acquisition of such a vast DNA databank may be feasible via standard
biotechnology, the rapid transfer of the DNA of such a large number of individuals into a digital media
seems infeasible, due to the tedious and time-consuming nature of DNA sequencing. Even if this large
amount of information could be transferred into digital media, it certainly would not be compact: current
storage technologies require considerable volume (at least a few dozen cubic meters) to store a pedabit.
Furthermore, even simple database operations on such a large amount of data require vast computational
processing power (if executed in a few minutes).

1.2 Overview of the Biomolecular Database System
This paper presents architecture for a Biomolecular Database system for the efficient storage, processing and
retrieval of genetic information and material. It completely bypasses the usual transformation from biological
material (genomic DNA and transcribed RNA) to digital media, as done in conventional bio-informatics.
Instead, biotechnology techniques provide the needed capability of a Biomolecular Database system, without
ever transferring the biological information into a digital media. It may provide a potentially unique and
revolutionary capability in genomics.

DNA: An Ultra-Compact Storage Media. The storage media of this database system are strands of DNA
that are (in comparison to RNA) relatively stable and non-reactive: they can be stored for a number of years
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without significant degradation. In particular, the genetic information can be stored in the form of DNA
strands containing fragments of genomic DNA as well as appended strands of synthesized DNA
(“information tags”) encoding information relevant to the genomic DNA. This Biomolecular Database is
capable of containing a vast store of genomic DNA obtained from many individuals (e.g., multiple divisions
of an army, etc.). We can provide the store with a redundancy (i.e., number of copies of each DNA in the
database) that range from a few hundred or thousand to downwards to perhaps 10, as the stringency of the
methods increase. As mentioned above, the DNA of 1,000,000 individuals contains 6 pedabit, but due to the
compactness of DNA, a volume the size of a conventional test tube can contain the entire Biomolecular
Database. A pedabit of information can be stored (with 10-fold redundancy) in less than a few milligrams of
dehydrated DNA, or when hydrated may be stored within a test tube containing a few milliliters of solution.

Construction of the Biomolecular Database System. The inputs to the system are DNA obtained from
tissues: either genomic DNA, or reverse transcript cDNA obtained from mRNA expressed from the DNA of
a particular cell type. The Biomolecular Database is constructed as follows:

(a) The input DNA strands are first fragmented, e.g., they may be partially digested into moderate length
sequences by the use of restriction enzymes. We describe a variety of methods for fragmentation protocols,
and compare them by their distribution of strand lengths, and the predictability of the end sequences of the
fragmented DNA.

(b): The DNA are then tagged with artificially synthesized DNA strands. These “information tags” encode
essential information (e.g., identification of the individual from which the DNA was obtained, as well as the
date of the sample, gender, date of birth, etc.) about the individual or cell type that the DNA was obtained
from. These “information tags” are represented by a sequence of distinct DNA words, each encoding
variables over a small domain. We describe and test tagging protocols based on primer extension and
utilizing the predictability of the end sequences of the fragmented DNA.
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Processing Queries in the Biomolecular Database System. The paper then discusses how to execute
queries on this resulting Biomolecular Database. The system makes the use of Biomolecular computing (also
known as DNA computing) methods to execute these queries, including the execution of parallel associative
search queries on DNA databases, and the execution of logical operations using recombinant DNA
operations. We also describe the use of conventional biotechnology (recombinant DNA technology, DNA
hybridization arrays, DNA tagging methods, etc.), e.g., output is via DNA hybridization array technology.
These queries include retrieval of subsets of the stored genetic material, which are specified by associative
queries on the tags and/or the attached genomic DNA strands, as well as logical selection queries on the tags
of the database. These queries are executed by applying recombinant DNA operations on this Biomolecular
Database, which have the effect of selection of subsets of the database as specified by the queries. We
describe two distinct methods for processing logical queries: a surface-based primer-extension method, as
well as a solution-based PCR method. The query processing is executed with vast molecular-level
parallelism by a sequence of biochemical reactions requiring time that remains nearly invariant of the size of
the database up to extremely large database sizes (e.g., up to 1015). This is because the key limitation is the
time for DNA hybridization, which is done in parallel on all the DNA. The output of the queries would be
via DNA hybridization array technology.

Computer Simulations and Software. We describe computer simulations and software that can be used for
the analysis and optimization of the experimental protocols. In particular, we describe the use of computer
simulations for the design of hybridization targets for the readout of information tags and SAGE tags by
microarray analysis. We also discuss the scalability of these methods to do logical query processing within
Biomolecular Databases of various sizes.

Applications. The paper also discusses applications of a Biomolecular Database System to provide various
genomic processing capabilities, including: (a) rapid identification of subpopulations possessing a specific
known genotype, (b) large-scale gene expression profiling using Biomolecular Databases, and (c)
streamlining identification of susceptibility genes: high throughput screening of candidate genes to optimize
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genetic association analysis for complex diseases. Such a Biomolecular Database system provides a
revolutionary change in the way that these genomic problems can be solved, with the following advantages:
(i) the avoidance of sequencing for conversion from genomic DNA to digital media, (ii) the extreme
compactness and portability of the storage media, (iii) the use of vast molecular parallelism to execute the
operations, and (iv) scalability of the technology, requiring volume that scales linearly with the size of the
database, and query time that is nearly invariant of that size. These unique advantages may potentially
provide a number of opportunities for a variety of applications beyond medicine, since they also impact
defense and intelligence in the biological domain. Applications discussed include reasonable scenarios in (a)
medical applications (e.g., oncology: rapid screening, among a selected set of individuals, for expressed
genes characteristic of specific cancers), (b) biological warfare (e.g., biological threat analysis: rapid
screening of a large selected set of personnel for possible susceptibility to natural or artificial diseases or
environmental stresses, via their expressed genes), and (c) intelligence (e.g., identification of an individual,
out of a large selected subpopulation, from small portions of highly fragmented DNA).

1.3 Organization of the Paper.
In this section we have provided a brief medical science motivation for a Biomolecular Database system, and
a brief overview of the system. In the next Section 2 we briefly discuss relevant conventional
biotechnologies and we briefly overview the Biomolecular computing (also known as DNA computing)
field. In Section 3 we describe in detail our Biomolecular Database system. In that section we make use of
various relevant Biomolecular computing methods, including the use of word designs for synthetic DNA
tags, execution of parallel associative search queries on DNA databases, and the execution of logical
operations using recombinant DNA operations. In Section 4 we discuss a number of genomic processing
applications of Biomolecular Database systems. In Section 5 we conclude the paper with a review of
potential advantages of Biomolecular Database systems, and acknowledgements.

2. Review of Biotechnologies for Genomics and the Biomolecular Computing Field.
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2.1 Conventional Biotechnologies for Genomics. There have been considerable commercial biotechnology
developments in the last few decades, and many further increases in scale can reasonably be expected in the
next five years. For example, the DNA hybridization array technology developed by Affymetrix, Inc.
(capability is currently up to 400,000 output spots, and within 5 years, a projected 1,000,000 outputs) can be
adapted for output of queries to conventional optical/electronic media. Other biotechnology firms (e.g.,
Genzyme Molecular Oncology, Inc.,) also have developed competing biotechnologies.

Genomics. In the research field known as genomics, there are a number of main areas of focus, each with
somewhat different goals. These include:

(a) DNA Sequencing. Sequencing is the determination of a specific base pair sequence making up the DNA.
This tells us all the possible genes that a given organism may express, its genetic make-up. In conventional
bio-informatics, it is generally assumed that the genes discussed have been previously sequenced and placed
in a computer database.

(b) Gene Expression Analysis. Expression analysis attempts to determine which genes are being expressed
in a given tissue or cell-type at a specific moment in time. The objective, to identify all the genes that are
being expressed, is challenging because of the great complexity of the mixture of mRNA being analyzed-each cell may express as many as tens of thousands of genes (Carulli et al. 1996). SAGE Tagging and cDNA
hybridization arrays, as discussed below, are techniques for determining comprehensive gene expression data
for a given cell-type or tissue. The technique of differential expression analysis compares the level of gene
expression between two different samples. Variations in the level of expression of individual genes or groups
of genes can provide valuable clues to the underlying mechanism of the disease process. A number of
methods currently being used to obtain comprehensive gene expression data are described below.

(i) cDNA hybridization arrays. A cDNA hybridization array is composed of distinct DNA strands arrayed at
spatially distinct locations. A cDNA hybridization array operates by hybridizing the array with fluorescent-
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tagged probes made from mRNA, which anneal to its DNA strands. This generates a fluorescent image
defining expression, which provides a very rapid optical readout of expressed genes. However, cDNA
hybridization arrays are generally manufactured for use with a given set of expressed genes, for example
those of a given cell type. The design and manufacture of cDNA hybridization arrays for a given expression
library of size over 10,000 can be quite costly and lengthy. Affymetrix has recently developed an
oligonucleotide array, known as a UniversalChip that is not specialized to any gene library; it consists of
2000 unique probe sequences that exhibit low cross-hybridization and broad sampling of sequence space It
can be used with fluorescent-tagged probes made from DNA rather than mRNA. This technology can be
used for output in a Biomolecular Database system.

(ii) Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) is a technique for profiling the genes present in a
population of mRNA. By the use of various restriction enzymes, SAGE generates, for each mRNA, a 10base tag that usually uniquely identifies a given gene. In the usual SAGE protocol, the resulting SAGE tags
are blunt-end ligated together and the results are sequenced. The sequencing is faster than sequencing the
entire expressed genes because the tags are much shorter than the actual mRNA they represent. Once
sequencing is complete, the tag sequences can be looked up in a public database to find the corresponding
gene. Using the sequence data and the current UniGene clusters, a computer processing stage determines the
genes that have been expressed. SAGE can be used on any set of expressed genes and it is not specialized to
a particular set. This technology can be adapted for use for additional information tags appended to the DNA
in a Biomolecular Database. Genzyme Molecular Oncology, Inc. is the developer of this SAGE technology.

(iii) Differential Expression Analysis is a technique for finding the difference in gene expression, e.g.,
between two distinct gene types. Lynx Therapeutics, Inc. has developed a randomized tagging technique for
differential expression analysis. The randomized tagging techniques of Lynx Therapeutics, Inc. may be
adapted to determine the difference between two Biomolecular Database subsets.

2.2 Relevant Biomolecular Computing Techniques
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Biomolecular Computing. In the field known as Biomolecular Computing (and also known as DNA
Computing), computations are executed on data encoded in DNA strands, and computational operations are
executed by use of recombinant DNA operations. Surveys of the entire field of DNA-based computation
are given in (Reif, 1998, Reif, 2002).

The first experimental demonstration of Biomolecular Computing was done by Adelman (1994) who
solved a small instance of a combinatorial search problem known as the Hamiltonian path problem.
Considerable effort in the field of Biomolecular Computing methods has been made to solve Boolean
satisfiability problems (SAT) problems, which is the problem of finding the Boolean variable assignments
that satisfy a Boolean formula. Frutos, Thiel, Condon, Smith, Corn, (1997); Faulhammer, Cukras, Lipton,
(2000); Liu, Liman, Frutos, Condon, Corn, (2000), applied surface chemistry methods and Pirrung, et al.
(Pirrung, Connors, Montague-Smith, Odenbaugh, Walcott, Tollett, (2000), improved their fidelity.
Recently Adelman’s group Braich, Chelyapov, Johnson, Rothemund, Adleman, (2002), solved a SAT
Problem with 20 Boolean variables using gel- separation methods. While the 20 Boolean variables size
problem is impressive, Reif (2002), has pointed out that the use of Biomolecular Computing to solve very
large SAT problems is limited to at most approximately 80 variables, so is not greatly scalable in the
number of variables.

In contrast, the use of Biomolecular Computing to store and access large databases appears to be a much
more scalable application. Baum (1995), first discussed the use of DNA for information storage and
associative search and Lipton (1996), Bancroft, Bowler, Bloom, Cleeland (2001), also discussed this
application. Reif, LaBean (2000), developed and Reif, LaBean, Pirrung, Rana, Guo, Kingsford, Wickham
(2001), experimentally tested the synthesis of very large DNA-encoded databases with the capability of
storing vast amount of information in very compact volumes. Reif, et al. (2001), tested the use of DNA
hybridization to do fast associative searches within these DNA databases. Reif (1995), also developed
theoretical DNA methods for executing more sophisticated database operations on DNA data such as the
database join operations and various massively parallel operations on the DNA data. [Gehani, 1998]
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investigated methods for executing DNA-based computation using micro-fluidics technologies. Also,
[Gehani, et al 1999] describes a number of methods for DNA-based cryptography and counter-measures for
DNA-based steganography systems as well as discuss various modified DNA steganography systems
which appear to have improved security. Kashiwamura, Yamamoto, Kameda, Shiba, Ohuchi (2002),
describe the use of nested PCR to do hierarchical memory operations. Suyama, Nishida, Kurata, Omargari
(2000), and Sakakibara, Suyama (2000), has developed Biomolecular Computing methods for gene
expression analysis. Recently Garzon, Deaton, Neathery, Murphy, Franceschetti, Stevens (1997), analyzed
the efficiency and reliability of associative search in DNA databases, and Chen, Deaton, Wang (2003),
discuss DNA databases with natural DNA based the prior work of Reif, et al. (2001), and this work.

3 A Biomolecular Database System
3.0 Overview. The inputs to the system are natural DNA obtained from tissues: either genomic DNA, or
reverse transcript cDNA obtained from mRNA expressed from the DNA of a particular cell type. A short
piece of synthetic DNA is added to each natural DNA strand. This piece of synthetic DNA, called an
information tag, is used to code information about that piece of DNA. This information can include the age
or gender of the person from whom the DNA came, or the clinical symptoms of individuals suffering from a
disease. In a typical application, the Biomolecular Database consists of a mixture of DNA strands from many
different people (or other organisms). This Biomolecular Database system is capable of storage, processing
and retrieval of genetic information and material. Individual molecules of DNA in the Biomolecular
Database can be selected and removed from the mixture on the basis of the information that is encoded in
their information tag. This paper describes several innovative biological applications for Biomolecular
Databases; in particular, we discuss the application of our Biomolecular Database system to a number of
genomic information processing applications.

3.1 Biological Inputs. The inputs to the system are DNA obtained from tissues. Typically this input DNA is
either (i) genomic DNA, or (ii) reverse transcript cDNA obtained from mRNA expressed from the DNA of a
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particular cell type. (To insure stability and non-reactivity, we suggest the database be composed of DNA
rather than RNA.)

3.2 Preprocessing the DNA. Biochemical operations can be used to partially digest the DNA by restriction
enzymes (insuring the resulting DNA strands are of modest size), and then label the resulting genomic DNA
fragments with synthetic DNA information tags.

Fragmentation of the input DNA. The creation of a Biomolecular Database must involve some degree of
fragmentation of genomic DNA. While this may at first seem a very simple step, in fact it is critical to later
processing that this fragmentation step be done in a highly controllable way. We describe several methods to
produce DNA strands of the desired length. In these, one requires that the methods both produce a
predictable distribution of lengths, and also that at least one of the resulting ends have a defined sequence.

(a) Mechanical shearing. This is a method that produces a size distribution, however it is not so useful in
our context since the resulting ends have undefined sequences.

(b) Reagent-less methods to create breaks. Pirrung, Zhao, Harris (2001), developed a nucleoside analogue
whose backbone can be cleaved by long-wavelength UV light, and specific photocleavable T analogs could
be used (analogous to the dUTP method). However, again it is not so useful in our context since the resulting
ends have undefined sequences.

(c) Controlled digestion of high MW DNA by DNAse I. This is another method that can be used to
produce DNA of a specific size range. It relies on careful monitoring of reaction progress and does not
produce specific sequences at the ends of the fragments to enable ligation or PCR processes.

(d) Digestion of DNA with restriction endonucleases. This offers the advantage that known sticky ends are
generated.
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(e) “Rare Cutting” Endonucleases. These can be used to produce DNA fragments of larger sizes. The
recognition sequence of such enzymes is as large as 8 bp, meaning that on average, DNA is cut to 1/(0.258)
or 65 kb. In many situations, fragments larger than 65 kb may be desired; for example, complicated loci with
many introns might comprise as much as 100 kb, and that is just for one gene.

(f) PCR methods for Fragmentation. One attractive alternative is to use PCR. Random-primed PCR has
been used to amplify the whole genome of single sperm (Li, (1990); Arnheim, Li, Cui (1990); Zhang, Cui,
Schmitt, Hubert, Navidi, Arnheim (1992). The challenge in using this strategy is to create long amplicons. In
principle, amplicon size in random-primed PCR is a function only of the average distance between two
inward-facing hybridized primers, which is then a function only of the primer concentration and temperature.
Modest flexibility exists in the hybridization temperature in PCR, so a fruitful strategy to make long
amplicons is to lower the primer concentration. In order to efficiently amplify with a low primer
concentration, the primers should have a high melting temperature (Tm). Increasing length and G/C content
increase primer Tm. Random-primed PCR can therefore be examined with novel conditions and primer
designs to maximize the amplicon length. Lengthening the random primers by oligonucleotide synthesis is
straightforward. Making the primers G/C-rich is challenging, as G/C-rich templates are known to be more
difficult to amplify owing to increased secondary structure. Substitution of nonstandard bases such as
deazaG for G reduces this difficulty.

(g) UV-sensitive nucleoside analogues in Cell Growth for Fragmentation. Another approach is to grow
immortalized lymphoblast cell lines in the presence of UV-sensitive nucleoside analogues Pirrung et al.
(2001). These analogues can be incorporated into the DNA of the cells, which could subsequently be cleaved
by exposure to UV light. The concentration of the analogues determines the frequency of their incorporation,
and the size of the resulting fragments.
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3.3 Creation of the Tagged Biomolecular Database. These DNA tags are composed of a concatenation of
short subsequences, which encode scalar data values. For example, the information tags may contain the
individual’s unique ID and the cell type (in the case of reverse transcript cDNA obtained from the RNA
expressed by a particular cell type) of the genomic DNA and may also encode other useful information (e.g.,
sex and birth date of the individual). The tagging can be done using known methods, e.g., a primer extension
reaction, using the fact that one of the ends of the genomic cDNA can be predicted by the use of the
appropriate initial fragmentation process, and further designing the tags with an ends complementary to these
sticky ends resulting from the fragmentation process. The resulting database elements have tags on each 5’and 3’-end. This can be done so that each Biomolecular Database strand bears a universal amplification
(primer) sequence at the extreme 5’- and 3’-ends.

3.4 DNA Word Design for the Information Tags. A key problem is the design of a lexicon of short DNA
sequences (DNA words) for the information tags in our Biomolecular Database. (Our DNA “information
tag” sequences are in general a subset of such a lexicon). Careful word design is crucial for optimizing error
control in the queries that are executed the Biomolecular Database. Good word design can be used to
minimize unwanted secondary structure, and minimize mismatching, by maximizing binding specificity.
There are conflicting requirements on word design: as strand length decreases (which is desirable), the
difference between distinct words of information decreases (which is not desirable). Prior work in DNA
word design includes a four-base mismatch word design used for surfaced-based DNA computing (Gray,
Frutos, Berman, Condon, Lagally, Smith, Corn (1996), and in (Frutos et al. (1997).. [CRFCC+96] (not in
references) shows that surface morphology may be an important factor for discrimination of mismatched
DNA sequences. A three-base design was used by L. Landweber (1997), and Cukras, Faulhammer, Lipton,
and Landweber (1998). Evolutionary search methods for word designs are described in (Deaton, Murphy,
Rose, Garzon, Franceschetti, Stevens (1997). Other DNA word designs are described in (A96 not in
references, Baum (1996); Deaton, Murphy, Garzon, Franceschetti, Stevens (1996); Mir (1996);, Garzon et al.
(1997). Laboratory experiments of word designs are described in Kaplan, Cecchi, Libchaber (1996), and
ligation experiments are described by Jonoska and Karl (1997). (not in references) Wood (1998) (not in
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references) considers the use of error correcting codes for word design and to decrease mismatch errors. One
can utilize and improve on these methods for DNA word design, including evolutionary search methods, and
error correcting codes. Hartemink, Gifford, Khodor (1998), describes an automated constraint-based
procedure for nucleotide sequence selection in word design. In designing the DNA tags used in the database,
one needs to determine how many residues should be used for each data block of the tag-sequence (the tag
sequence on the database strands binds to the probe sequence on the query strand), and then decide how
many words are required at each block position (determined by the number of values available to the
variable).
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The range of possible sentences entailed by a word-block construction scheme is shown in Figure 1. For
each block position in the sequence one word is chosen from the word set and synthesized on the growing
DNA strand. Separate reaction vessels are used for each word in the block so that all word choices are
utilized but only one is present on any particular strand. For example, the arrows indicate the trace which
results in the sentence: word1A-word2D-word3A-word4B. A particular bead is drawn through a particular
path in the set of possible word choices, but all possible paths are populated with beads, so all possible DNA
sentences are synthesized. Each bead contains multiple copies of a single DNA sequence that can be
synthesized by the well known mix-and-split synthesis scheme. Figure 2 shows the scaling of library
diversity with increasing sentence length (block count) and increasing number of available words within each
block. Diversity is calculated by raising the word count to the exponential power given by block count (i.e.
diversity = [word count] block count ). As a simple example, to achieve a total diversity greater than one million
with sentences containing 6 blocks (for example), one would require a set of 10 word choices per block.
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Also, to achieve a total diversity 1214 with sentences containing 14 blocks (for example), also requires a set
of 12 word choices per block. In designing a DNA-encoded database one must consider several important
factors including the following. (i) The overall length of the oligonucleotide sequences used for matching is
critical because sequence length directly affects the fidelity and melting temperature of DNA annealing. (ii)
Hamming distance (or number of changes required to morph one sequence into another) is another critical
consideration. One would like to maximize the Hamming distance between all possible pairs of encodings in
the database in order to minimize near neighbor false-positive matching. One strategy for maintaining
sequence distance is to assign block structures to the sequences with sets of allowed words (subsequences)
defined for each block. (iii) Another important consideration is the choice of the words themselves and the
grouping of words into sets for us in the blocks. Sentence length, desired library diversity, and word-pair
distance constraints all affect the choices of words in the lexicon. The word design can be made by careful
design of the word, lexicon, and database elements, as well as experimental tuning of annealing conditions
such as temperature-ramp rate, pH, and buffer and salt concentrations. A useful tool in this task is the
computer simulations of DNA hybridization known as BIND developed by Hartemink et al. (1998).

3.5 Additional Tagging Methods for the DNA Strands. Various sophisticated tagging techniques have
been developed by the biotechnology industry for expression analysis and differential expression analysis..
These include the SAGE tagging of Genzyme Molecular Oncology, Inc. and the randomized tagging
techniques of Lynx Therapeutics, Inc.

(i) Serial Analysis of Gene Expression (SAGE) is a technique developed by Genzyme Molecular Oncology,
Inc., for profiling the genes present in a population of mRNA. By the use of various restriction enzymes,
SAGE generates, for each mRNA, a 10-base tag that usually uniquely identifies a given gene. In the usual
SAGE protocol, the resulting SAGE tags are blunt-end ligated and the results are sequenced. The sequencing
is faster than sequencing the entire expressed genes because the tags are much shorter than the actual mRNA
they represent. Once sequencing is complete, one may lookup the tag sequences in a public database to find
the corresponding gene. Using the sequence data and the current UniGene clusters, a computer processing
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stage determines the genes that have been expressed. SAGE can be used on any set of expressed genes and is
not specialized to any particular set. This technology can be adapted for use as additional information tags
appended to the DNA in our database.

(ii) Differential Expression Analysis is a technique developed by Lynx Therapeutics, Inc. for finding the
difference in gene expression, e.g., between two distinct cell types. The randomized tagging techniques of
Lynx Therapeutics, Inc. can be adapted to determine the difference between two DNA database subsets.

(iii) Hybrid Methods. One can modify these methods and extend them to apply to the tagged DNA strands
of our database. This requires considerable changes in the protocols, due to unwanted hybridization that may
occur due to the combination of synthetic tags with genomic DNA in our database strands. However, these
modified methods can provide further powerful capabilities, e.g., the capability for fingerprinting (creating
short DNA tags that are nearly unique IDs for longer DNA strands of the database), identification of
expressed genes of selected DNA strands, and also the capability for differential expression analysis of
distinct selected subsets of the Biomolecular Database.

3.6 Amplification and Reproduction of Biomolecular Databases. Once a Biomolecular Database is
created, it is be important to be able to accurately replicate it, as they may be consumed in the course of their
interrogation. Prudence suggests maintaining each database in an archive, and querying only daughter
databases prepared from the archival forms. Since each database member is designed to bear a universal
amplification (primer) sequence at the extreme 5’- and 3’-ends, database replication can be performed using
PCR. Because the length of the DNA strands in the database might be quite substantial, including both
biological DNA information and many flanking tag sequences, the ability to produce full-length amplicons
with long templates is crucial to maintaining the fidelity of the databases. “Long accurate” PCR techniques
(Taylor, Logan (1995); Taylor, Robinson (1998), using novel thermostable proofreading polymerase
enzymes such as Pfu, are currently capable of amplifying loci of up to ~40 kb. While powerful, the database
design should not be limited to this length by the method for database replication, and it may be easier to
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enable PCR to produce amplicons of somewhat longer length. One simply needs to enhance by a moderate
multiple the (amplicon) length that can be reliably amplified.

Optimized choice of amplicons may be achieved by exploiting two principles: experimental design (Box
(1978); Box (1987); Deming (1987) and combinatorial chemistry (Pirrung (1995; Pirrung (1997).
Continuous variables that affect PCR reactions include temperatures of the initiation (hot start), annealing,
extension, and dissociation steps and concentrations of buffer components, additives, nucleotides, primers,
and template. These variables compose a multi-dimensional space. A pervasive challenge in science and
technology is identifying specific values for each parameter affecting multivariable processes that result in
globally optimum performance and avoid local maxima. Commercial software enables the design of
experiments that much more reliably and quickly lead to the global optimum. Non-continuous variables that
affect PCR reactions include the identity of the template, primers, and polymerase. An optimum combination
of these molecules can be found only by systematic screening of each. For tractable numbers of
combinations, all can be examined explicitly. When the diversity space expands beyond that domain,
“indexing” techniques are available that permit the optimum performers to be identified even when in a
mixture with lower performers (Pirrung (1996). A selection of variable length primers can be examined,
including those incorporating modified bases (deazapurines, 2’-OMe RNA) that suppress primer
consumption by dimerization. A selection of commercial polymerase enzyme systems can be examined,
including MasterAmp™ Taq, ThermalAce,™ Advantage-Tth,™ AdvanTaq™ and KlenTaq™/Pfu. A
selection of templates should be examined, including whole viral genomes, bacterial artificial chromosomes
(BACs), yeast artificial chromosomes (YACs), and the smallest yeast chromosome (225 kb). The analysis of
the products of these reactions is challenging due to shearing of large DNA molecules by conventional
sieving matrices. Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (Cantor, Smith, Mathew (1988); Olson (1989), can
therefore be used with amplicons of this size.

3.7 Associative Search in Biomolecular Databases
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DNA-based associative search. Eric Baum (1995), first proposed the idea of using DNA annealing to do
parallel associative search in large databases encoded as DNA strands. The idea is very appealing since it
represents a natural way to execute a computational task in massively parallel fashion. Moreover, the
required volume scales only linearly with the database size. However, there were further technical issues to
be resolved. For example, the query may not be an exact match with any data in the database, but DNA
annealing affinity methods work best for exact matches. (Reif and LaBean, (2000), described improved
biotechnology methods to do associative search in DNA databases. These methods adapted some information
processing techniques (Error-Correction and VQ Coding) to optimize input and output (I/O) to and from
conventional media, and to refine the associative search from partial matches to exact matches.

(Reif, et al. 2000) developed and then experimentally tested (Reif et al. (2001), a method for executing
associative searches in DNA databases of encoded images, and this method was tested using an artificially
synthesized DNA database. Prior to that project, the idea of using DNA annealing to do parallel associative
search in synthetic DNA databases had never been experimentally implemented. Reif et al. (2001), details a
study involving the design, construction, and testing of large databases for the storage and retrieval of
information within the nucleotide base sequences of artificial DNA molecules. The databases consisted of a
large collection of single-stranded DNA molecules, which was immobilized on polymer beads. Each
database strand carried a particular DNA sequence, which consisted of a number of sequence words drawn
from a predetermined lexicon. They made a number of experimental databases of artificially synthesized
DNA sequences designed for encoding digital data, scaled in increasing sizes. Each DNA strand of the
database is single stranded, and encodes a number that provides the index to the database element. They used
an extensive computer search for the design of our DNA word libraries, to insure significant Hamming
distance between distinct words and allowing for annealing discrimination. They constructed their largest
synthetic databases in two phases. In the first phase they constructed an initial DNA database by
combinatorial, mix-and-split methods on plastic microbeads. This constituted by far the largest artificially
constructed synthetic databases of this sort. The next phase was the development of a construction method
for much larger synthetic databases by combining pairs of the synthetic database strands so as to square the
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size of the database to approximately 1015 distinct data elements (each represented redundantly by over 10
identical stands of DNA). Even with this with over 10-fold redundancy, the DNA database using this
construction method is extremely compact, and requires only 10 milligrams of DNA.

Associative Search via PCR. PCR methods can be used for associative search queries in Biomolecular
Databases (in particular, on the words of the tagged portions of the Biomolecular Database strands), using
known and modified PCR techniques previously developed in [RLP+01]. That paper describes experiments
for executing associative search queries within the above described synthetic DNA databases. Associative
search queries were executed by hybridization of a database DNA strand with a complementary query strand.
Discrimination in annealing experiments is enhanced by the library design, which guarantees a minimum
Hamming distance between distinct sequences. In their initial annealing experiments for processing
associative search queries, Reif et al. (2001), employed fluorescently labeled query strands and then
performed separation of fluorescent versus non-fluorescent beads by Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting
(FACS). Reif et al. (2001), also experimentally tested variants of conventional PCR techniques for executing
associative search queries: Reif et al. (2001), developed a PCR technique for associate search in the pair-wise
constructed DNA database.

Analysis of Associative Search. Similar error analysis and experimental testing methods can be employed in
our proposed generalizations of this prior work (Reif et al. (2001), to tagged genomic DNA. It would be
informative to measure rates of various search errors including: false positives from near-neighbor
mismatches, partial matches, and non-specific binding as well as false negatives from limit-of-detection
problems. It is desirable to directly measure the limits of detection, and to measure the ability to retrieve rare
sequences within databases of high strand diversity.

3.8 Logical Query Processing in Biomolecular Databases. Biochemical operations can be used to execute
query operations on this Biomolecular Database, so as to retrieve subsets of the Biomolecular Database. Each
of the information strands of the database encodes a sequence of data values v1,v2,…vk, where the ith value vi
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ranges over a small finite domain Di (e.g., Di typically would range over 10 or less possible values, each
encoded by a distinct fixed length DNA sequence) The retrieval can be specified by logical queries on the
tags of the database as well as associative queries on the attached genomic DNA strands. The associative
searches can be executed by recombinant DNA operations, e.g., variants of PCR combined with surface
chemistry methods and/or solution based methods. The logical queries include the following: (i)
SELECTION: select DNA strands of a given ID or cell type, and (ii) Logical SELECTION: execute logical
queries that select those genomic DNA strands whose information strands satisfy a specified logical query
formula, whose logical conjunctives include AND as well as OR. These logical conjunctives are applied to
selective predicates of the form “Tag(i) = v”, where Tag(i) is the ith portion of the information tag of a DNA
strand of the database, and v is a fixed value over the domain Di. (The Boolean NOT of a selective predicate
of the form “Tag(i) = v” is not applied directly (since PCR and similar methods do not allow this) by instead
applying the OR of selective predicates of the form “Tag(i) = u” for all possible u in Di. that are not equal to
v). These selection operations can be executed by the use of recombinant DNA operations, applying and
improving on logical processing methods developed in the field of DNA computing. Furthermore, one can
provide the additional operation of selective amplification of the DNA populations. If these amplification
operations are also executed, the logical selection and amplification operations results in a test tube whose
selected DNA is vastly amplified. After the amplification process is completed, the output strands should
vastly predominate all other strands of the Biomolecular Database. Other database operations that can be to
implemented by biochemical operations include database unions and limited joins (Reif, (1995).

Scalability of Our Query Processing. These operations can be executed in a scalable way. The required
volume never grows significantly; the volume is a fixed linear function of the number of elements of the
database. (the constant multiple here is the degree of redundancy that DNA strands are used to store database
elements; we expect that one can allow between a few hundred and possibly as few as 10 DNA strands to
encode a given database element) The number of required DNA hybridization steps grows only linearly with
the size of the query formula. So the time for executing a query grows just linearly with the length of the
query formula, which in practice is of very modest size (as compared to the size of the database, which can
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be enormous), say 20 or so variables. Hence the key time limitation is the time for DNA hybridization. But
DNA hybridization time is nearly invariant of the size of the database even if the hybridization is execution
on a an enormous number of DNA (up to extremely large database sizes, say 1015). However, there are
considerable technical challenges in the design of the protocols; for example biological data strands may be
originally dsDNA while search protocols would function best with ssDNA (hence the protocols need to
either form ssDNA or be modified appropriately). A key additional technical challenge in scaling the
technology is the scale and number of the resulting molecular biology reactions, requiring many tedious
laboratory steps, particularly in the case of extremely large database sizes. This can be addressed by
subsequent automation. We discuss two distinct methods for logical query processing: the first uses primerextension techniques on solid support previously developed (Pirrung et al. (2000), to solve SAT problems,
and the other uses solution-based PCR amplification techniques. The second has more potential for
scalability due to the fact that it is solution-based(so the chemistry operates in 3D) rather than constrained to
a surface. (In both cases, one can apply DNA hybridization array technology for output of query results.)

Executing Queries into the Biomolecular Database via Primer-Extension Techniques on Solid
Support. A number of DNA computing researchers have previously developed microarray methods for
DNA-based computing, exploiting the high fidelity of the primer extension reaction to detect
complementarity between primer libraries of all solutions to SAT problems and logical queries as templates
(e.g., the work of Faulhammer et al. (2000); Liu et al. (2000), and also that of Pirrung et al. (2000), which
improved the fidelity). Primer extension is a two-step process, involving first annealing of a template
molecule to the primer, the efficiency of which is directly related to sequence complementarity throughout
the primer/template complex. Second, a polymerase enzyme binds to the primer-template complex and
adds a nucleotide or nucleotides complementary to the base X (see below), the first unpaired base at the 5’end of the template, only when there is a perfect match in the last portion of base pairs of the primertemplate complex. It is important to emphasize that while primer extension was in this case performed on a
DNA microarray, the elementary step of a polymerase chain reaction (PCR) is also a primer extension
process and thus is subject to the same stringent sequence requirements. The variables (primers) in the SAT
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computation of [Pir00] were composed of two portions, which can be considered the message (the last few
bases “m” at the 3’-end of the oligonucleotide) and the address (a sequence of bases “a” at the 5’-end).
With the base-4 encoding of DNA, a message sequence is capable of encoding 10 Boolean variables. For
the experiment of [Pir00], all addresses were the same, as only one SAT problem was being addressed.
However, this need not be the case. Using similar designs, it is possible to design up to approximately 20
blocks of distinct address sequences, that concatenated form the tag. Each of these blocks of distinct
address sequences should exhibit no cross-hybridization under stringent conditions (Hamming distance at
least 5), thereby enabling independent encoding and primer extension and therefore interrogation of up to
20 distinct attributes, each with up to 10 scalar values.
PRIMER 5’-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaammmmm-3’
Figure 3.

TEMPLATE

←3’-aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaammmmmX-5’→

Use of the primer extension method for Logical Queries into the Biomolecular Database is most efficient if
performed in solution rather than on a microarray. This creates a challenge in product detection and
identification. The following method enables both to be accomplished. An example is presented for the fate
of one molecule, though it is appreciated that all molecules in the library are subjected to the same process in
parallel. The database member is a DNA molecule that has been created by the methods described earlier,
with a biological DNA sequence flanked by one or more created tag sequences, which are to be the templates
in a primer extension reaction. The “bottom” strand is interrogated in this example. Primers with the
following structure (shown in expanded form below the database element) are created to interrogate each tag.
Complements to the address sequence in the tag/template are the same in each primer. Also common to each
primer is a “barbed tail” in the form of a 5’-psoralen group. The irradiation of psoralens with longwavelength UV is widely used to cross crosslink duplex DNA (Helene, Thuong (1991); Pieles (1989);
Wellinger, Lucchini, Dammann, Sogo (1999). The message sequence must be unique to each variable value,
meaning that up to 10 primers are prepared per variable. The primer is also designed to address a unique X
base in the tag/template to be interrogated. The primer extension reaction is performed using a
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dideoxynucleotide terminator complementary to X and bearing a fluorescent dye with a unique and readily
imaged emission spectrum. The dye color is specific to the variable, with the same dye/terminator being used
for all interrogations of that variable. Multiple tags can be interrogated simultaneously because their dyes are
different. The challenge at this stage is to read out the tags (based on the color(s) of the incorporated
fluorescent dye(s)) in the context of the biological DNA. While the primer is still bound to the template, the
psoralen is photochemically cross-linked to the bottom strand of the library member, preserving the color of
the dye. The bottom strand can then be obtained in single-strand form, which is hybridized to a cDNA
microarray. The color(s) of the array element complementary to the biological DNA identify the outcome of
the queries of the tag sequences connected with it.
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This concept could be applied in a similar way to a sequential (nested) PCR process by omitting the
terminators and psoralen and providing one primer for the top strand and one for the bottom strand in each
PCR. The eventual production of a full-length amplicon is dependent on the complementarity of each of the
primers (logical AND) with its cognate tag sequence. This approach lends well to the use of DNA
hybridization array technology for output of query results, providing distinct special locations for distinct
outputs.
Another approach for executing Boolean queries on a Biomolecular Database is to use the gel separationbased for SAT of Braich et al. (2002) which have succeeded in solving a 20 variable Boolean satisfiability
problem. Although the queries would be executed on the tag portions of the DNA strands of the database, it
is not clear how the efficiency of these separation methods would be affected by the genomic portion of the
DNA strands in the databases.
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Executing Queries in the Biomolecular Database via PCR Amplification Techniques: Another approach
for Logical Query Processing is to use a variant of PCR amplification. The goal of this query processing is to
selectively amplify only those DNA sequences (the output strands) whose information tags satisfy a given
logical query. After the amplification process is completed, the output strands would vastly predominate all
other strands of the Biomolecular Database.

Initialization Before Logical Query Processing: First, operations are executed that generate, from each
DNA strand in the database, a new strand containing a concatenation of multiple copies of the Watson-Crick
complement of the original strand. This can be done by a known sequence of routine recombinant DNA
operations known as rolling circle replication (Lizardi (1998). This begins by a circularizion of each strand
on the databse, and then a primer extension reaction on the circularized strand that repeatedly replicates the
complement of the DNA strand to form a repeated sequence, followed by a denature and separation of the
result. The length of the resulting DNA strands is predictable (via the time duration and various parameters
including temperature) only to a degree, but it is predictable enough to allow us to construct strands that
expect to have at least a given repeat length (as required by the below protocol). Recall that we have assumed
that each database DNA strand is also redundantly represented by a number (ranging from up to a few
thousand down to as few as 10) of identical DNA strands. This redundancy aids us here; since this
initialization procedure results in Biomolecular Database where most of the redundant strands are lengthened
by at least the given multiplying factor.
A
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A

~A
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Figure 5
Figure 5 illustrates a scheme for processing genomic DNA into this database format which might
include the following steps: (i). Cleave dsDNA into manageable pieces; (ii) Append prefixes to both ends
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of both strands. Heat denature dsDNA. Anneal to circularizing oligo. (iii) Ligate ssDNA circles. (iv). DNA
polymerase reaction with circular templates to produce linear ssDNA containing multiple concatenated
database entries. Note: The process of converting the DNA into database format may have unintended
effects on the representation of entries in the database due to uneven amplification. Artificial bias may take
the form of variations in the number of copies present on the average strand (distribution of strand lengths)
or differences in the number of strands present for a given database entry. These protocols need to be
optimized to take into account these possible affects.

Multiple copies of the database entry are required on a single ssDNA strand so that when Boolean variables
recorded in the prefixes (A & B in figure above) are queried by primer binding and PCR, information
recorded farther out toward the ends of the strand is not lost by failure to be copied (PCR only amplifies
sequence physically between the primer binding sites). The goal is to keep at least a few copies of the
prefix information internally within the database strands so that information is not lost to subsequent rounds
of query.

Logical Query Processing Using Repeated PCR Operations: We assume the logical query is presented as
the logical AND of a list of K logical clauses (each clause needs to be satisfied), where each clause consists
of the logical OR of a list of literals (the literals can be Boolean variables or their negation), one of which
needs to be satisfied. Each clause C in the formula is processed in turn, selectively amplifying only those
DNA strands whose Boolean variables satisfy at least one literal of that given clause. To do, one adds PCR
primers encoding the literals of that clause C and their Watson-Crick complements. Then a series of primerextension reactions are executed that replicate only those DNA strands (or their Watson-Crick complements)
that have subsequences that encode one of the literals of clause C. This process, applied as a series of PCR
cycles, thus amplifies only those DNA strands whose Boolean variables satisfy at least one literal of that
given clause, so that they vastly predominate all other strands of the Biomolecular Database. (Technical
Note: On each cycle, the amplified stands have loss of the material prefixing the primer’s location, but the
initial step of concatenating to each DNA strand in the database multiple copies of the strand insure that that
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is not a problem.) After the process is completed for each of the clauses in turn, the output strands that satisfy
all the clauses would vastly predominate all other strands of the Biomolecular Database. This method for
processing a logical query in the database is exquisitely sensitive: to get a result, one requires that the initial
database have no more than 10 identical strands of DNA that satisfy the query. Again, DNA hybridization
array technology can be used for output of query results, providing distinct special locations for distinct
outputs.

Scalability: As discussed above, our query processing is executed with vast molecular-level parallelism by a
sequence of biochemical reactions requiring time that remains nearly invariant of the size of the database up
to extremely large database sizes (e..g, up to 1015). This is because the key limitation is the time for DNA
hybridization, which is done in parallel for all the DNA.

3.9 Management of Errors. The logical and associative searches used to select specific molecules and sets
of molecules from Biomolecular Databases are not 100% specific or effective. There may be several
different kinds of errors: false negatives (appropriate DNA strands are present, but not selected, either
because of lack of sensitivity or depletion of the relevant sequences from the database), false positives
(inappropriate DNA strands are selected along with desired strands), errors based on degradation of the
Biomolecular Database contents, and errors resulting from poorly designed queries, based on incomplete
understanding of complex biological parameters. These kinds of errors can affect the results of the
applications described here. For example, false negative errors can prevent finding existing individuals with
the desired genetic variant. This is less serious than a false positive result, which could lead to sending a nonresistant individual into a contaminated area, under the false belief that he is genetically protected from a
biological agent. A similar type or error could arise from database degradation (as for example, from
repeated error-prone duplication of the database). This type of error can be easily eliminated by follow-up,
confirmatory screening of that single individual’s DNA. In general, it would be best to use the Biomolecular
Database for very powerful and rapid selections based on genetic information, but then to confirm all results
on individual DNA samples. This would require maintenance of individual stocks of DNA for each
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individual. This is a relatively large task, but well within current technology. A LIMS (laboratory
information maintenance software) system and robotic liquid handling capacity are a must for this type of
storage. There could also be errors of magnitude. These errors result from preferential amplification of one
DNA strand over another. This kind of error is particularly troublesome for it would skew allele frequencies.
It may be necessary for us to monitor the frequency and extent of such errors and develop Boolean search
strategies that minimize them. The final type of error, based on the incomplete understanding of the human
genome, can only be rectified by continued research in other fields. This type of error could result from
incomplete knowledge of the way in which genetic variants are distributed among different racial and ethnic
groups, For example, the well-described ccr5 variant that prevents HIV infection has been detected to date
only among white males. If one were to select for non-existent African American females expressing this
variant, one might well obtain a small number of false positives. This type of error could also arise from
mistaken assumptions. A given genetic variant might protect Hispanic females from infection by a given
biologic agent, but oriental males carrying the same variant might be fully susceptible to infection because of
another independent genetic variant.

3.10 Computer Simulations. Reif et al. (2001), has made computer simulations of their methods for DNAbased associative search. They constructed computer software (viewable on the web) that provide a
simulation of the entire experimental process, including the conversion of this attribute database into a DNA
database using DNA chips, the PCR method for associative search in this DNA database (using a software
simulation of the kinetics of DNA hybridization, and finally the conversion of the result of this query (using
extensions of techniques described in Reif,et al. (2000), into conventional media by use of a DNA expression
array. Our computer simulation software to the above described query processing provide a basis for future
software to simulate and optimize experimental protocols for query processing in Biomolecular Database
Systems.

4. Applying our Biomolecular Database System to execute Genomic Processing. There is tremendous
potential to apply Biomolecular Databases to the solution of a number of biological problems. The huge
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amount of data provided by the nearing completion of the sequencing of the human genome has outstripped
many conventional methods for DNA analysis.

Genomic Processing Applications. We now discuss applications of such a Biomolecular Database System
to provide key genomic processing capabilities, as listed below. Three basic kinds of applications are
discussed, which demonstrate different ways in which the massive parallelism of Biomolecular Databases
can be used: (1) Rapid identification of individuals either susceptible to or resistant to chemical or biological
agents. We describe the selection of a group of DNA molecules based on a common property, then use the
information tags to identify the individuals selected. (2) Large-scale gene expression profiling using
Biomolecular Databases. Expressed genes from multiple tissues are represented in a Biomolecular Database,
from which they can be selected individually or in groups for subsequent expression analysis. (3) High
throughput screening of candidate genes to optimize genetic association analysis for complex diseases such
as heart disease or Parkinson’s disease. Pools of individuals are selected through use of the information tags
appended to each DNA molecule in the database. The pools so selected are then subjected to genetic
analysis.

Here we describe in detail these three applications that concern genomic information processing, and
constitute important genomic processing applications of Biomolecular Database systems for medical science:

4.1 Rapid identification of all individuals possessing a specific known genotype. For example, a single
known genotype can confer properties making the individual either susceptible to or resistant to a particular
chemical or biological agent found in the environment. It is certainly possible with existing biotechnology
(e.g., hybridization experiments) to screen individuals for a given genotype. This is done one individual at a
time, and is thus a relatively slow process. In addition, the cost of traditional genotyping of an individual
ranges from $300 to over $1,000. (At least one genotype databank has executed genotyping of approximately
1,000 individuals with considerable expense and time; however for experimental purposes, that databank
provides examples of previous executed individual genotyping at a cost of $0.50-$1.00 per sample.) Clearly
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an effort to screen a large number of individuals (say 1,000,000) would be slow and very expensive. In
contrast, the methodology described here is a selection for individuals with a certain genotype rather than a
screen. It is correspondingly faster and less expensive. There is currently no available methodology for
selection of specific genotypes. Many drugs that are very effective in treating disease are quite toxic to a
small portion of the population. Currently, such drugs are removed from the market to avoid these rare but
fatal adverse reactions. Such an approach is very costly from the standpoint of untreated disease. The
removal of drugs from the marketplace because of rare fatal reactions is very costly in terms of untreated
individuals, as well as the money spent on bringing those drugs to the market in the first place. Improved
methods for identification of individuals at risk for adverse reactions would eliminate this cost. The
capability of screening large numbers of individuals for a given genotype could also avoid a tremendous
potential loss of life in the event of the battlefield release of biological weapon or chemical agent.
As another example of a clinical application, one can construct a Biomolecular Database made from blood
samples of people suffering from Alzheimer’s disease and their families, with the goal of finding genes that
may increase people’s risk of contracting Alzheimer’s disease. The information tags can used to select
specific groups of molecules from this database. These molecules, which come from people with similar
clinical symptoms, can then be used to test a large number of possible Alzheimer’s disease genes. Genes that
give promising results can then be tested on the large number of individual samples from which the
Biomolecular Database was made. The advantage of this approach is that it allows very efficient use of the
limited DNA samples, and it is a good way to look at lots of different combinations of clinical features.

4.2 Large-scale gene expression profiling using Biomolecular Databases. For example, one may wish to
determine the entire set of genes expressed by a particular cell type for a population of individuals who
suffered debilitating effects due to a (perhaps unknown) chemical or biological agent. This may allow us to
determine if there is a single or small number of genotypes that characterize susceptibility to that agent, over
that population. Gene expression profiling is a labor intensive and slow process. Conventional methods are
as follows: (a) cDNA Hybridization Arrays (These are 2D arrays of DNA spotted onto a solid support in an
addressable way such that the spatial location of a spot identifies to sequence of the DNA bound there . The
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input cDNA are labeled with a fluorescent dye with a unique and readily imaged emission spectrum. After
annealing on this array, the fluorescent cDNA provide a visual readout of the expression.) (b) SAGE libraries
(These are prepared by extraction from cDNA of very short tag sequences which characterize the expressed
gene, followed by concatenation of a number of these tag sequences together for sequencing. Then computer
software (using prior information on the relation between these tags and the original expressed cDNA) is
used to determine which genes are being expressed.) Gene expression profiling can require the development
of new cDNA hybridization arrays, or the construction and sequencing of SAGE libraries. The methods for
parallel analysis of large numbers of samples described here would streamline this process. In addition, the
readout of SAGE data by microarray hybridization would result in significant savings of time and money as
compared to the standard method of sequencing SAGE libraries. It would enhance the understanding of acute
responses to biologic agents as well as the understanding of complex disease processes.

As another example of a clinical application, one can construct a Biomolecular Database made from a large
group of healthy people, with the goal of finding people who are naturally resistant to certain germs, or who
respond in certain ways to prescription drugs. One can study the selection of DNA strands from this mixture
that have a specific sequence change in a specific gene that is known to change a person’s resistance to
germs or their response to drugs. Once these strands are isolated, the information tags would be examined to
identify the people who have that change in their genes. This would be an extremely useful way to identify
people who could have a bad reaction to a drug that is commonly used to treat disease. It could also be very
useful in discovering people who are resistant to diseases, either naturally occurring or released during germ
warfare.

4.3 Streamlining identification of susceptibility genes: high throughput screening of candidate genes to
optimize genetic association analysis for complex diseases. For example, consider the problem of genomic
characterization of those individuals who first were infected by a biological agent, and then died. The death
may often have been due to complications involving additional “complex” diseases such as heart disease.
Hence mortality resulting from a chemical or biological agent attack may often have been due to
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complications involving a preexisting disease such as heart disease. So mortality can often only be predicted
by considering both the individual’s susceptibility to that agent, and well as their susceptibility to various
preexisting “complex” diseases. For many “complex” diseases, the susceptibility often depends on a number
of single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in the human genome. Research into the genetic causes of
complex disease is currently very expensive, and progress is slow. Complex diseases are quite common,
affecting large proportions of the population. Delays in understanding the genetic basis of these diseases
slow the development of improved treatments at a significant financial and human cost. In the last 2-3 years,
there have been several large-scale efforts to identify single nucleotide polymorphisms in the human genome.
The SNP consortium, a non-profit foundation composed of the Wellcome Trust and 11 pharmaceutical and
technological companies, has agreed to deposit all SNPs they discover to public databases such as dbSNP,
the SNP database maintained by the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI). In the past 3
years, the number of entries in this database has increase from several thousand to over two million. This
sudden increase in the number of polymorphic markers has completely overwhelmed current methods for
SNP genotyping and high-throughput screening. It has also become apparent that the incidence of single
nucleotide polymorphisms varies widely from one region of the genome to another, and large numbers of
SNPs must be screened to analyze each candidate gene. Even with unlimited funds and capacity for
genotyping, serious challenges to the family based association screening would remain, because the
individual screening of a large number of SNPs would quickly exhaust the amount of DNA that can be easily
obtained from a single individual. This problem is compounded by the sample cost of preparing pools of
DNA from multiple individuals by simple mixing: once samples are mixed, they cannot be separated again,
and leftover, pooled DNA is wasted. Indexing of a Biomolecular Database can be of significant assistance in
this regard. Large numbers of different groups of individuals can be selected from the Biomolecular
Database by logical queries on the information tags. These pools can be used for allelic frequency
determinations, and any remaining DNA can be added back to the remaining database.

As another example of a clinical application, one can use Biomolecular Databases to help discover what
genes are turned on in a specific tissue on the body. Genes that are needed in the brain may not be expressed
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in the muscles, and genes needed in the muscles may not be needed in the liver. For this reason, measuring
what genes are turned on in a specific tissue can help us understand what the possible functions of those
genes might be. Biomolecular Databases would provide increased efficiency for these approaches.

4.4 Further Applications. The applications described above could be of critical value to the US in the case
of a terrorist release of a biological (or chemical agent), as in the following brief scenario. A biological agent
is released by the terrorist group into a US city or other populated area. The city is evacuated, but it becomes
necessary to traverse a potentially contaminated area, or to revisit a known contaminated area. Clearly, any
personnel sent into this area, even with protective gear, are at risk for infection. A Biomolecular Database
query would be initiated to identify personnel who posses a known genetic variation that prevents or
mitigates infection. The personnel sent into the contaminated area could then be selected from the list of
genetically resistant personnel.

As an alternative anti-terrorist application, suppose a large population (e.g., of a city) have been exposed to a
given biological or chemical agent. It then becomes apparent that a subgroup of individuals requires
significantly more aggressive medical therapy to survive, but for logistical reasons, such aggressive therapy
cannot be provided to ALL exposed individuals. Stored DNA from resistant and susceptible individuals can
be used to determine status of specific groups of genetic markers as described in application C (markers are
chosen based on biological and medical inferences). In this way, a series of markers diagnostic for increased
susceptibility can be identified. This type of analysis is called class discovery, and has been applied to the
treatment of breast cancer, leukemia, and other disorders. However, the use of Biomolecular Databases can
greatly streamline this work. Once diagnostic markers have been identified, the techniques worked out in
application 4.3 can identify individuals in need of more aggressive care.

5. Discussion and Conclusions
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We have described Biomolecular Databases constructed from DNA for rapid genetic analysis of large
populations of individuals and complex diseases involving multiple genetic loci. They may improve on
conventional methods in size of database and speed of search with the Biomolecular Databases system.

5.1 Comparison with Biomolecular Computing Methods for SAT Problems. As described above, these
selection operations can be executed by the use of recombinant DNA operations, using logical processing
methods developed in the field of DNA computing. The methods used in DNA computing to solve
combinatorial search problems such as the Boolean satisfiability (SAT) problem have the disadvantage that
they require a volume that scales exponentially with the size of the problem (number of Boolean variables).
This is because the search space of possible Boolean variable assignments scales exponentially. In contrast,
the logical queries are executed only on the information tags of the existing database, so the volume therefore
only scales linearly with the number of strands of the Biomolecular Database.

5.2 The Key Advantages of Biomolecular Databases appear to be:

(i) Bypassing of Conventional Impasses: In particular, the avoidance of sequencing for conversion from
DNA (genomic DNA and transcribed RNA) to digital media.

(ii) Ultra-Compact Storage Media: the extreme compactness and portability of the storage media: A
pedabit of information can be stored (with 10-fold redundancy) in less than a few milligrams of dehydrated
DNA, or when hydrated may be stored in a few milliliters of solution. A Biomolecular Database is capable of
containing the DNA of 1,000,000 individuals (6 pedabits of information) in a volume the size of a
conventional test tube.

(iii) Massive Molecular Parallelism: Although a query may require a number of minutes, it is operated on
vast numbers of data items (DNA strands), implying a processing power of vast molecular parallelism with at
least a few hundred teraflops. The operations can operate in parallel on an entire population of DNA.
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(iv) Scalability: The technology requires volume that scales linearly with the size of the database, and query
time that remains nearly constant up to extremely large database sizes.

(v) Limitations. The Biomolecular Database technology is limited to applications of a biological nature
(where the data is DNA or easily convertible to DNA), and the operations are limited to logical queries in the
Biomolecular Database, associative searches, and some essential database operations. It is not intended that
the technology compete in any direct way with conventional high performance computers. Instead, the
objective is to bypass conventional bioinformatics methodology by processing biological material (genomic
DNA and transcribed RNA) in “wet” media, rather than digital media.

5.3 Scalability of Biomolecular Databases Systems. The Key Parameters of Biomolecular Database are: (a)
N= number of distinct elements of Biomolecular Database, (b) v= number of variables (each ranging over 10
possible values) used in queries, (c) k=number of individuals in application studies.

For our practical genomic applications of Biomolecular Databases to be fully realized in practice: (i) the
database size N should to grow to extremely large values (with a long term goal of approximately 1015), (ii)
but for these applications the number of variables v needs only to grow to moderately small constant values
(with a long term goal of approximately v=14), since for the genomic applications considered, only a limited
number of values need be recorded in the information tag per database element. The relative difficulty of
obtaining human genomic material limits the number of individuals k in possible studies to approximately
1000, which is the size of the largest genomic database we are of aware of for which one can legally obtain
samples of genomic DNA. However, this figure k=1000 is by no means a limit on the capability of the
Biomolecular Database technology, even within the 3 to 5 time period of the proposal funding. In particular,
these genomic databases are quickly growing in size, and in may be projected to grow a number of multiples
in 5 years. Furthermore, military sources of human genomic DNA may be obtainable, providing alternate
routes to obtain the samples of genomic DNA required in large scale studies.
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